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Those familiar with the life of Luther will reinember Dame Ursula
Cotta, in Eisenach, who, when he was a lad singing from door to
door to support him at school, took him to her house and ever after
befriended him. The author of this book, for the purpose of repro-
ducing in a more familiar form the social life, the religion, and some
of the chief historical events and personages of that momentous
period, finds in the above fact a suggestion on which to improve.
The authoress manages her ingenious plot in the most skilful manner.
One can scarcely persuade himself that these are not genuine docu-
ments fished out of some old Lutheran family chest.

"It is intensely interesting, and will be a great favorite with the public. It is
eminently one of the star books of the season."-S. S. Times.

"A book of unusual attradtion and merit, where the interest never flags, and every
page is full of gems. The work might justly be termed 'A Romance of the Refor-
mation.' The various incidents in the life of Luther are portrayed with a graphic
beauty and truthfulness rarely equalled." * * *

" It is seldom a book appears which, like this, has attra6ions for all classes of
readers. The lovers of fiction and the lovers of history, the pra6tical and the sen-
timental, the youthful, and those more advanced, are charmed by it, and its gentle
catholic spirit will render it equally attradtive to the Protestant and Romanist."-
Albany Times.

" In this work we seem almost to meetthe great men of the Reformation face to
face, and to be actually present in the thrilling scenes in which they participated."-
Methodist.

"The family history which it contains, if read by itself, would be regarded as one
of the most successful portraitures of domestic life that has ever been drawn, each
chara6ter being delineated and preserved with striking distinctness, and some of
the charaters being such as the reader will love to linger over as he would over
some beautiful portrait drawn by a master's pencil."-New York Observer.

"The story from first to last is remarkable for its artlessness and tenderness, and
it chains the reader's attention to the close."-A m. Theo. Review.

"*The prominent scenes, from the time of Huss to the death of Luther, are
painted before us, and we read them with such interest as even D'Aubign6 can
scarcely create. The book has all the fascination of a romance."-Evangelical
^Apository.
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